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KHOMBU IS AN OUTDOOR 

FOOTWEAR & APPAREL 

BRAND  

that  

REFLECTS QUALITY, 

FUNCTION, FASHION, 

PERFORMANCE 

and 

A COMMITMENT TO 

COMMUNITY.

the mission

KHOMBU.com



INTRODUCING “ALL SEASONS” TECHNOLOGY

Slip Resistant  
Outsoles for  
All Terrain  
Confidence.

All day. 
All Season. 
All Weather 

Comfort.

All Weather 
Barrier Against 
the Elements.

Designed to 
Drain.

Made to Perform.

KHOMBU’s All Seasons Technology brings together our adventurous roots and grounds 
them in everyday functional products. The KHOMBU team, in conjunction with 

customer and US Olympic athlete feedback, has developed the following proprietary 
KHOMBU functions - designed to provide all--day comfort, protection, and  

peace of mind - for your feet.





womens



WOMEN’S: city classics & fashion

Suzi

$75

Lisa

$70

Paige

$70

Lily Zip

$70

$75

Angela



Flurry

$90

Fully waterproof and weather-rated. 
A tall insulated quilted shaft, complete 
with a stretch fitting system gives you 
fantastic fit and toasty feet!  The easy 
clean patent toe is not only functional, 
but provides just a bit of fun for those 

cold winter days.

Abby

$90

Iris

$75



WOMEN’S: adventure & fashion

Bryce

$120

Quechee Snakeskin

$120

Quechee

$120

$80

Alta

$100

Corrine



Clara

$90

Mallory

$120

Fashion and Function!  The Mallory is our 
waterproof suede slouch boot - insulated 

and ready for the elements!

Morgan

$80

McKinley

$100

Shasta

$80

Whitney

$80



WOMENS: bridge classics

$80

JeanMae

$80

Gina

$80

From autumn walks in the leaves, to 
trudging through the snow to Grandma’s 
house, the Gina boot gives a great casual 
look to go along with great weatherproof 

protection.  



Loon Quilted

$70

Abbey
Our waterproof short-shafted demi boot.  
Twin gore closure system gives you fun 
fashion and ultimate puddle protection!

$70

fashion meets
functionality



WOMENS: US Ski Team

Ski Team

$75 

Team Hi

$90



KHOMBU is proud to be an official supplier to the US 
SKI Team.  In 2014, we take our partnership to the next 
level - designing products with the team, for the team 
and building them in the USA.

“Built for the USA.  By the USA”

KHOMBU + USA
OFFICIAL PARTNER

Abby Ghent - US Ski Team





men               



MENS: adventure / outdoors

Tammarack

$70

Wanderer

$70

Flume
Snow beware!  The Flume 2 is our classic 

shell boot.  Waterproof, temperature-
rated and a gripping bottom - this is a 

snow monster!

$70



born in adventure,
raised in the city.

Kendell

$70

Canaan
The Canaan is our ultimate commuter boot.  Fully 
insulated and waterproof, it’s perfect for a walk in 
the woods, tailgating at the game or simply hiking 

the city streets.  

$70





kids



KIDS: boys

Juniper 
(for boys & girls)

The Classic.  Easy off construction, 
super-warm and great colors! Perfect 

for building the best snowman on  
the block!

$45 / $50



Darcie

Sam

$55

$55

Fun and functional!  The Darcie brings 
waterproof and weather-rated function to 

a new level of fun!  Just because it’s cold 
doesn’t mean your boots can’t be cute!

Snowboarding fashion meets easy-wearing 
function!  Fully waterproof and  

weather-rated, the Sam boot is ready to go!




